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Bioinformatics, an integral part of post-genomic biology, creates principles and ideas for computational analysis of biological sequences. These ideas facilitate the conversion of the flood of sequence data unleashed by the recent information explosion in biology into a continuous stream of discoveries. Not surprisingly, the new biology of the twenty-first century has attracted the interest of many talented university graduates with various backgrounds. Teaching bioinformatics to such a diverse audience presents a well-known challenge. The approach requiring students to advance their knowledge of computer programming and statistics prior to taking a comprehensive core course in bioinformatics has been accepted by many universities, including the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA.

In 1998, at the start of our graduate program, we selected the then recently published book Biological Sequence Analysis (BSA) by Richard Durbin, Anders Krogh, Sean R. Eddy, and Graeme Mitchison as a text for the core course in bioinformatics. Through the years, BSA, which describes the ideas of the major bioinformatic algorithms in a remarkably concise and consistent manner, has been widely adopted as a required text for bioinformatics courses at leading universities around the globe. Many problems included in BSA as exercises for its readers have been repeatedly used for homeworks and tests. However, the detailed solutions to these problems have not been available. The absence of such a resourcewas noticed by students and teachers alike.

The goal of this book, Problems and Solutions in Biological Sequence Analysis is to close this gap, extend the set of workable problems, and help its readers develop problem-solving skills that are vitally important for conducting successful research in the growing field of bioinformatics.We hope that this book will facilitate understanding of the content of the BSA chapters and also will provide an additional perspective for in-depth BSA reading by those who might not be able to take a formal bioinformatics course. We have augmented the set of original BSA problems with many new problems, primarily those that were offered to the Georgia Tech graduate students.
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Menopause: Symptoms, causes, orthodox treatment - and how herbal medicine will help (Herbal Health)Herbal Health, 2001

	Are you feeling hotter on occasions than you used to? Do

	you wake up sweating at night? Does your heart

	suddenly thump for no reason or feel as though it’s

	missed a beat? If your periods are lighter, or more

	irregular, if you can’t shed weight as you used to and you

	suffer from vaginal soreness, if you are over 40...
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Professional Windows Live Programming (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Professional Windows Live Programming
   This step-by-step guide demystifies the next generation of Microsoft web programming—Windows Live. An exciting new set of tools and features, Windows Live can change the way you design, build, and market web sites. Experienced author Jon Arking presents you with a comprehensive...
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Internet Marketing with WordPressPackt Publishing, 2011


	It's very difficult to overstate the importance of Internet marketing.




	With the advent of powerful and effective tools (like WordPress) that make it easy

	for anyone in the world to put up a website, it is now more important than ever to

	carve out a niche for yourself.




	The online world requires its...
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The Year you Were Born 1940: The year you were born 1940 United Kingdom: An 89 page A4 book full of interesting facts, figures and trivia.Independent Publishers Group, 2019

	An 89 page A4 book about the year you were born in 1940 United Kingdom with interesting facts, figures and trivia on topics of History of Britain 1940, UK Events, Adverts, Cost of Living, British Births, Sporting Events, Books publication, Most popular movies of the year with trivia and goofs about the movie, Number one songs, World events and...
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Mastering Oracle SQL and SQL*PlusApress, 2004
SQL is the ANSI-standard language for accessing and manipulating relational databases. Anyone (programmers, administrators, or designers) who work with a relational databases need to understand the SQL language. While most books on the market do not properly cover the basics, this book differs: it explains fundamentals in detail, supported by...
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Bisociative Knowledge Discovery: An Introduction to Concept, Algorithms, Tools, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2012

	Modern knowledge discovery methods enable users to discover complex patterns of various types in large information repositories. However, the underlying assumption has always been that the data to which the methods are applied to originates from one domain. The focus of this book, and the BISON project from which the contributions are...
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